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CHAPTER 7
Talent Wars, 

eTeams & eCulture

The guys in the black hats always come out when times are hard, this time to
pontificate on why the Free Agent Nation and The New Economy are nothing more
than myths invented by an army of pseudo-intellectuals who profit from
promulgating this sort of happy horse shit. The irony is that, despite the dot-com
implosion, the economy and the dynamics of labor markets have both changed
permanently and irrevocably. The much-publicized chasm between the old
industrial economy and the new knowledge-based economy is not only real, but
is one that will continue to grow in importance (in a dramatic fashion) for the
foreseeable future.

The Internet and the New Economy, while not one and the same, are certainly
part of the same positive feedback loop that (along with globalization in its myriad
manifestations) is pushing world economies into increasingly un-chartered waters.
Bill Gates has been quoted as saying that “People are overestimating the
importance of the Internet in the next five years, and underestimating its



importance in the next twenty.” This statement, taken out of context and on face
value, is either clearly wrong, or disingenuous on Bill’s part.

Here’s why: In the next five years, the Talent Wars are likely to increase in
ferocity, and the winners will acquire the assets necessary to dominate their
respective markets for the next fifty years. We are at an inflection point of
immense proportions. This is the kind of discontinuous change that occurs once
every thousand years or so. Of the three factors of production (land, labor and
capital)—labor, in all its incarnations, is about to emerge in a manner that will
permanently establish its dominant position. Over time, you will see smart labor
leveraging the new medium in ways previously unimagined, all to the upside of
both the top and bottom lines.

Software that is just as smart has invaded every nook and cranny of corporate
business processes. Therefore, from the plant floor to the executive suite, smart
labor will begin to make its presence felt as the key differentiator in industry after
industry. While this chapter focuses on eTeams and eCultures within the software
space, it will soon become evident that its applicability is much broader in scope
as corporations struggle with the creative imperative in all aspects of their value
chains. As Manuel Castells notes in The Rise Of The Network Society:

Toward the end of the second millennium of the Christian Era several
events of historical significance have transformed the social landscape of
human life. A technological revolution, centered around information
technologies, is reshaping, at accelerated pace, the material basis of society.
Economies throughout the world have become globally interdependent,
introducing a new form of relationship between, state, and society, in a
system of variable geometry.33

Though Mr. Castells certainly does not share my views on the importance of
labor, he does an eloquent job of describing, in vivid detail, the general social and
economic conditions that place smart labor in a position of prominence in my
worldview.
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The Miss ion

Almost everything (creatively non-trivial) that happens in the business world, and
in many other walks of life, is the result of a project. Projects have a well-defined
beginning, middle and end. They always require a project plan. The plan not only
defines the stages of the project, but also drives its execution. However, I prefer
the word mission, rather than project, because it implies motion and carries a
military connotation.

Signing Up

You usually either sign up for the mission or somehow, through economic
pressure or the threat of bodily harm, are volunteered. To me, signing up (whether
for a military mission or the creation of a commercial software offering) results in
a much deeper commitment than is apparent on the surface. It means that you
will do almost anything within your power to achieve the end game.
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In reference to a software project, signing up does not necessarily imply
consistently working sixty hours a week for the duration of the mission. However,
it does imply that you will go above and beyond the call of duty, which often
entails some overtime and/or other personal sacrifices at critical junctures. Signing
up is a binary proposition; you’re either on board or you’re not. There is no
acceptable middle ground. It is a contract that is signed with the rest of the team.
It is mutually binding and cannot be broken without putting the mission at risk.

Getting all team members signed up is the responsibility of the mission’s Natural
Leader (see Director Pattern in Chapter 3). On projects where I have assumed this
role, I always looked for opportunities to shoot on sight any team members caught
sitting on the fence. They usually die a very slow and painful death, often from
multiple wounds. Regardless, I would rather reduce headcount than risk the
mission by having to carry wounded combatants through iteration after iteration.

No One Gets Left Behind (the WIIFM)

While Signing up ensures that everyone on the project commits to everyone else
by signing the same mutually binding contract, the Natural Leader also signs a
personalized contract with each team member. This contract is a promise that
both individual and specific rewards will accrue to each and every team member
in return for his or her effort during the mission. It answers the question: “What’s
in it for me?”  This contract is implicit between the Natural Leader and an
individual team member, and is not shared with other mission comrades.

Would you persuade, speak of interest not of reason.
—Benjamin Franklin

I recently had the pleasure of seeing one of the best war movies of all time, Black
Hawk Down. It is based on the true story of an American Delta Force military
mission in Somalia. The movie’s powerful punch is delivered not by outstanding
performances from Hollywood’s elite, but by the graphic representation of the
brutality of war, and the poignant relationships that are manifested in the middle
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of life and death situations. The motto of Delta Force is, “No one gets left
behind”—and I guarantee you, if the film is to be taken at face value, this is no
gung-ho marketing campaign. It is a mutually binding contract that is honored at
all costs.

Notice that all this contract talk does not involve an organizational abstraction
outside of the project team. It is widely known that soldiers who are in the heat
of battle fight harder, often until no one is left standing. They do so not for God
or country, but because of the personal relationships they have with those in
nearby foxholes. It is the shared experience of the mission that brings out the best
in us. 

Natura l  Leaders

Natural Leaders own the mission. By definition, there is only one Natural Leader
for any given mission. They can coexist with a leader that derives authority from
a position of power, but they are obviously more effective when position power
and natural leadership are aligned. Natural Leaders create team magic. Magic is
not a by-product of serendipity. It is clear that renowned movie directors do not
rely on serendipity to create the cast chemistry required for a great movie. The
creation of cast chemistry is premeditated. 

Good fellows are a dime a dozen, but an aggressive leader is priceless.
—Red Blaik

How do Natural Leaders do what they do? Does it require charm, superior social
skills, above average intelligence, empathy or love of humanity? Well, the truth is
that no one knows for sure. Probably, a Natural Leader possesses all the
aforementioned qualities and still others that remain un-named. The nature versus
nurture argument is relevant, and like so many other cases where this argument is
raised, the only plausible answer is that natural leadership requires some
combination of both nature and nurture. That said, it is clear that leadership skills
can be improved with practice, and that they can grow with experience.
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It must be noted that leadership skills are not immutable. Change the mission
context in a dramatic fashion and/or within a different domain, and you are
unlikely to see the same Natural Leaders emerge. Leadership is often fleeting. It
is extremely context sensitive and occurs within certain space and time
boundaries. However, that said, within a given context and domain, leadership
can certainly be maintained across a relatively large number of missions.

As previously mentioned, there are no scientific principles of leadership, and
perhaps there never will be, yet there are some rules of thumb that have worked
for me, so I will share them with you. These always seem to apply, despite the
composition of the current team and the context of the current mission.

Leading the Congregation

Every team member is an essential part of the team, and they bring unique
qualities and experiences to bear in their assigned role. This is an axiom of team
dynamics; however, it is pure abstraction and is only relevant if each team
member is made to feel unique. One of the Natural Leader’s most important goals
is to develop this sense of uniqueness through quiet praise and various other
subtle techniques.

One not so subtle technique is to create forums wherein individual team members
get to shine in front of their peers. I have used this technique with great success, so
I go out of my way to look for opportunities that fit a particular individual. This
is often most beneficial for journeyman and junior team members who otherwise
might not get an opportunity to lead the congregation. Can I get a witness?
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Breaking Bread

There is something about sharing a meal together in a social context, outside of
the work environment, that contributes more to team building than a thousand
and one classes in sensitivity training. We are social animals, and breaking bread
together is probably the most socially rich experience that we partake in. If you
consider the fact that this is something routinely done with family members, dear
friends, and close acquaintances—then you begin to appreciate why it tends to
have such a salutary effect.

Random Acts of Kindness

If you want to build lasting bonds between team members, then learn to do little
things from the heart, and learn to do them often. It always seems to be the little
things that people do that make them stand out in our hearts and minds. Perhaps
it is the only way that human beings truly demonstrate their humanity. Kindness
cannot be faked. It must be genuine and heartfelt, or it ceases to be.

Kindness begets kindness.
—Sophocles

Kindness inspires trust. It is probably a natural law that one cannot demonstrate
kindness to another human being without wishing them well. Therefore, it should
not be surprising that we tend to respond favorably to random acts of kindness.

Team Identity

There is clearly an accepted (and often expected) software development sub-
culture that has emerged over the last twenty years. Some of the key elements of
this culture are hard work, creativity and fun. Successful software development
organizations—such as Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, Borland and Sun—work diligently
at culture creation and building teams. This effort ranges from creating t-shirts
with team names and logos on them, to providing code names for all projects (e.g.
Chicago for Windows 95). 
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Why? Because these companies realize that having the appropriate culture
contributes significantly to their bottom line. It immensely improves their
recruiting efforts and dramatically reduces employee turnover. It also creates an
environment where creativity and productivity flourish. 

Man has an innate need to belong, to be part of something that is larger than self.
This is an irrefutable historical fact. Whether the larger group is based on race,
religion, political ideology, nationality, or the gang from the barrio—the specific
manifestation often seems to make very little difference. The need is a powerful
one, and it demands to be satisfied.  

A relatively small team (or a number of small teams working in concert, each
having a very strong identity) often conspires to bring great software to market.
The ability to create a strong team identity is critical to the mission’s success. It is
something that the Natural Leader must establish early in the mission’s planning
process, and continue to strengthen during its execution.

Screwing the Pooch - Whose team is this anyway? 

High performance teams, jelled teams, and killer teams (in short, great teams)
require a considerable amount of energy to build and sustain them. However,
their complete and utter destruction can happen in a matter of hours, even less.
This happens most often when outside forces, not understanding the team’s
dynamic, impose constraints or demands that make the contracts (that took so
long to negotiate) unenforceable.

The quickest way to ensure the team’s destruction is to change the Natural
Leader, either voluntarily or involuntarily, without any preparation or
consideration for who will next assume this role. Organizations must learn to have
a better ear for team dynamics. In many ways, the Natural Leader embodies the
team. He or she created it, nourished it, and maintained and enforced the
contracts. They often command more loyalty from the troops than some bullshit
organizational abstraction that won’t hesitate to downsize them out of existence at
the first sign that the quarterly numbers are in jeopardy.
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Fuck with the dynamics of a successful team, the one working on the latest
iteration of your killer app revenue machine, and you have just screwed the
pooch royally. Team implosions in the software industry are legend. One minute,
the magic is so palpable that you can breathe it like pure oxygen; the next minute,
the fire you started consumes it and you are left choking to death. Now you see
it and now you don’t.

I will pay more for the ability to deal with people than for any ability
under the sun. 

—John D. Rockefeller

The Any Good Manager Fallacy

A good manager can manage anything, right? Take for example Jack Welch
(former CEO of General Electric), who is universally renown for his management
skills. Can you conceive of a business or government project that Jack would not
manage effectively? I can. Jack is a damn good manager, but he probably would
have done a poor job of managing The Manhattan Project (which was responsible
for building the first atomic bomb). Why?  Because Jack is a world-class executive,
but he is not a world-class theoretical physicist. He would have had a hell of a
time trying to discern a great atomic bomb design from a disastrous one. And
even if this feat were remotely possible, we certainly would have lost the war by
the time Jack made a reasonable determination!

If you are going to manage, let alone lead, any non-trivial software development
project (and most trivial ones for that matter)—you had better be an extremely
knowledgeable and respected member of the team. Otherwise, the geeks are
going to chew you up and spit you out. Design sessions will turn into popularity
or techno-pissing contests, neither of which is likely to produce great results. 

No, Jack Welch, being a world-class chief executive, would have recognized
immediately that he was not the right man for the job. He would have, in short
order, gone out and hired the best available talent that money could buy.
Unfortunately, this is typically not what happens. Over and over again, I have seen
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individuals put into positions of management or leadership who have, at best,
only a rudimentary understanding of the underlying technologies and/or domain.
It’s as if some believe that charm, good looks, and social graces are enough to get
the job done. It’s not.

This is not to say that being a technically competent individual with good
managerial skills is enough either, since I have already expounded at length on
the importance of leadership. But if you have these skills, at least you are qualified
to be in the game!

For the Love of  the Game

Most people, at the top of their profession, derive some intrinsic value from their
work. It is probably one of the reasons they excel in their chosen vocation. Such
a calling usually satisfies significantly more than their financial needs. They derive
an extreme sense of satisfaction, and at times, inspiration from the work itself.
Ernest Newman noted: 

The great composer does not set to work because he is inspired, but becomes
inspired because he is working. Beethoven, Wagner, Bach and Mozart
settled down day after day to the job in hand with as much regularity as
an accountant settles down each day to his figures. They didn’t waste time
waiting for inspiration.34

All the truly exceptional developers that I have had the pleasure of working with
displayed an intense passion for their craft. They got off on the work. Just like
exceptional musicians get off on their music. Passion for your craft is a
prerequisite for greatness. If you want to hire the best of the best, learn to look for
a certain fire in their bellies and a sparkle in their eyes.

The Economic Uni t  of  Va lue Crea t ion

Successful projects drive competitive advantage. The creativity that impacts
activities within the value chain that yields marketplace advantages is almost
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always unleashed within the context of a project. Therefore, it follows that you
would want to staff your mission-critical projects with the best available talent you
can find, wherever you can find it.

Mission-critical projects should define and guide your employment practices.
Much of the talent you would love to hire would probably want to work on your
mission-critical project, given that you are willing to pay them what they’re worth.
However, they may not be as interested in a stewardship role for the next five
years, once the project’s objectives have been met.

In other words, there are people who love to continuously create, and there are
those who create and then love to nurse their creations. One is not necessarily
better than the other, but they are different. In order to be successful, you must
learn to recognize the individual differences between these people and then hire
world-class players for each category. Mission critical projects will only yield
sustainable results if you are astute enough to hire the right combination of both.

Pay for Performance

By now, just about everyone understands that lifetime employment with the same
organization is a thing of the past. It may still happen in a very small number of
cases, but the majority of workers (of whatever color collar) will—either out of
necessity, or by choice—wind up working for many employers over their lifetime.
It will make little difference whether they are employed as permanent employees
(whatever that means nowadays) or freelance consultants.

One thing is certain, top talent will continue to insist on pay for performance at the
highest benchmark rates in their field and geographic area. They will also be in a
position to negotiate more vacation time, flex time, and anything else that the
current market will bear. If organizations insist on playing the fool’s game of
squeezing their best talent financially, the moment things turn a little tough
economically, they will be rewarded with mass exodus when the economy
improves. You reap what you sow.
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Did anybody think it would be just the people who were downsized who
would start thinking like free agents? This is capitalism. If you create a
free market for anything, including talent, the people with the most value
to sell are going to leverage it for everything it’s worth. And that’s what’s
happening. The most valuable people are leveraging their talent in the
marketplace for everything it’s worth. Success now is defined by the open
market, and that means that the sky is the limit. No single organizational
hierarchy puts a cap on your potential. Go wherever opportunity takes you.
That is the essence of the free-agent mind-set.35

Of course, it is prudent to point out that free agency is not without risks. You may
have to accept lower market rates and/or less work whenever economic conditions
dictate. It is not all upside by any stretch of the imagination. However, even in a
bad employment market, free agents tend to have distinct advantages. Since they
often have better skills, and are economically motivated to keep them honed, they
remain aggressive competitors in good markets, as well as bad.

Don ’ t  Forget  the “e”

The title of this chapter refers to “eTeams” and “eCulture” and the “e” in this
context is not superfluous pseudo-branding on my part. The “e” represents the
power of the Internet as a medium to transform business as we know it. It is not
eCommerce (the ability to do transactions) that will drive the transformation. No,
what will drive transformation is the way in which the medium will improve
conversations that take place between human beings. 

Improved human dialog is the change agent. Everything else is a distant
secondary consideration. eTeams and eCulture are organizational abstractions
that understand the marketplace as an asynchronous and multi-threaded series of
conversations, and that include conversational mechanisms in their products and
services. 

A few thousand years ago there was a marketplace. Never mind where.
Traders returned from far seas with spices, silks, and precious, magical
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stones. Caravans arrived across burning deserts bringing dates and figs,
snakes, parrots, monkeys, strange music, stranger tales. The marketplace
was the heart of the city, the kernel, the hub, the omphalos. Like past and
future, it stood at the crossroads. People woke early and went there for
coffee and vegetables, eggs and wine, for pots and carpets, rings and
necklaces, for toys and sweets, for love, for rope, for soap, for wagons and
carts, for bleating goats and evil-tempered camels. They went there to look
and listen and to marvel, to buy and be amused. But mostly they went to
meet each other. And to talk.36

Yes, markets are conversations. The Cluetrain Manifesto37 has propelled this meme
on the world’s stage with astounding velocity. However, very few people actually
grok the implications, and fewer still are leveraging the idea as a way of doing
business. Enormous opportunities await any organization that finds its voice—and
through this voice, learns to have an ongoing conversation with its customers,
employees, and other stakeholders.

Profess iona l  Serv ices

As software and hardware continue their downward spiral toward more and more
commoditization, services become the key differentiator. That is why all major
commercial software vendors have ongoing initiatives to strengthen this part of
their value propositions. As disparaging as I have been toward the usual suspects,
the professional services sector that they dominate is becoming increasingly
important to the success of mission-critical projects.

All growth will come from intellectually based services.
—James Brian Quinn

My primary complaint against the usual suspects is not, obviously, that talented
consultants do not bring significant value to the table—but that their business
models often work to the detriment of their customers, especially in the software
space. Here’s why: maximizing billable hours is their principal mechanism for
increasing revenues. They develop sophisticated techniques for achieving this
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end, including a never-ending obsession with account control. The goal of software
reusability and components is to minimize the amount of time it takes to develop
and implement software solutions. These two goals are diametrically opposed.

Consider the fact that, for the usual suspects, maximizing revenues translates into
providing more warm bodies (instead of fewer) for any given project. My
company, theB2Bdepot, Inc., is a boutique Internet consultancy that primarily
focuses on architecture. Our consultants get paid top market rates as well, but our
value proposition includes an emphasis on reusability that results in fewer warm
bodies per project. We are absolutely obsessed with doing more with less, and
with transferring knowledge as fast as our customers have the bandwidth to
absorb it. Our business models couldn’t be more different, even though we often
fish out of the same pond.

The reason that I dwell on this issue (other than the obvious shameless plug) is
that, while services continue to increase in importance, not all service providers
have the best interest of their clients in mind. Caveat emptor! The question you
should ask any service provider is, “How do you intend to reduce the number of
project hours required for closure?” Enough said. 

The Envi ronment

During the dot.com craze, companies thought they could instantly manufacture a
corporate software culture by having a fully stocked kitchen, game rooms, casual
dress code, and mandatory corporate fun activities. All of these culture creation
props, for most of these companies, were as empty as their bank accounts. 

These perks are obviously nice to have, including a physical work environment
that is conducive to creativity and personal productivity, but they are no substitute
for a sincere corporate culture. The burden of consistently working sixty to eighty
hour weeks for months at a time, and spending precious little time with those you
love, will not be lessened by ten free Diet Cokes a day.
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Shared Values

It is clear that a sustainable corporate culture must be built on a foundation of
open communications and a shared set of core values, which include honesty,
integrity, respect, diversity and profitability. Your shared belief system must
permeate the entire organization and manifest itself in the day-to-day operations
of the business. This shared belief system should be self-evident and should
contribute to your employees’ pursuit of life, liberty and happiness. (Jose, can you
see?)

As corny as a reference to the Declaration of Independence may sound, I believe
in it wholeheartedly. One of the problems I have with most organizations is that
they refuse, or are incapable of, answering the call to greatness. Their mission
statements all seem to reference the same bullshit clichés that make most
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employees cringe. If you believe in something strongly, then state it without
equivocation.

Talking to Customers

Whose responsibility is it to talk to customers? Are these conversations solely the
purview of sales, marketing and senior management? Can your rank and file pick
up the phone and have a conversation with your biggest customer’s CEO? Why
not?

Conversations like these are taking place all the time online, and there is nothing
you can do to prevent them. Forget the Nazi mentality of attempting to control
the corporate propaganda machine; it is totally out of control, and it is becoming
more so every day.

The very thought that marketplace conversations should be controlled is based on
a premise of fear and deception, of talking at your customers instead of with them.
Let the conversations flow and you will be amazed by how much value can be
derived from having all ears listening to the dialog.

Okay, I see most of the sales and marketing executives squirming, and perhaps I
am stepping out on a limb here. You can all no doubt recall examples wherein
an employee, not authorized to speak on behalf of the organization, said
something that was clearly inappropriate, and you quickly had to assume a
“damage control” mode. The probability of this sort of thing happening is
guaranteed to increase were you to follow my advice.

So? If you are having an honest conversation with the marketplace, these things
will take care of themselves. The marketplace intelligence gathered will increase
by orders of magnitude. Who said there wouldn’t be bumps in the road? Get over
it. Shit happens and will continue to happen, the magic is in how you respond.
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Us Versus Them

The business press easily killed a good-sized forest with all the print space that has
been dedicated to the importance of cross-functional teams and communications.
Yet, despite this, organizational silos exist everywhere you look. Why do these
walls remain when there is universal agreement that they significantly contribute
to organizational dysfunction? Obviously, as previously mentioned, the walls
remain because certain stakeholders have a perceived vested interest in
maintaining them.

One way to begin tearing down the walls is to eliminate physical barriers that exist
between various departments. Have engineers and sales people intermix in
adjacent cubes or offices. While you’re at it, throw in a person from purchasing
and human resources as well. The daily communal contact will enhance cross-
functional communications. Without encouragement from anyone, neighbors will
begin to break bread, and perhaps drink a beer together after work.

Another, perhaps better, way to improve cross-functional communications is to
encourage Natural Leaders and individual team members to open dialogs with all
business functions required to accomplish the mission. Often, line executives
prevent cross-functional communication because of their own prejudices, fears
and insecurities. Learn to maneuver around these idiots and watch as the
communications process improves dramatically.

The Furniture Police

This sub-title is borrowed from the authors who made it famous, Tom DeMarco 
and Timothy Lister, in their still classic book entitled Peopleware: Productive
Projects and Teams.38 There is not a better description anywhere of the basics
required for a healthy software office environment. This book has become the
Bible of workspace design for some of the world’s leading commercial software
providers.
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Suppose that in addition to your present duties, you were made responsible
for space and services for your people. You would have to decide on the
kind of workplace for each person, and the amount of space and expense to
be allocated. How would you go about it? You’d probably want to study the
ways in which people use their space, the amount of table space required,
and the numbers of hours in a day spent working alone, working with one
other person, and so forth. You’d also study the impact of noise on people’s
effectiveness. After all, your folks are intellect workers—they need to have
their brains in gear to do their work, and noise does affect their ability to
concentrate.39

Not only do DeMarco and Lister get at the essence of the problem, they provide
solutions backed up by hard research data. Despite the fact that this book was first
published in 1987, I continue to be astounded by how little progress corporate
America has made toward providing healthy workspaces.

You cannot create an information age company with an industrial age
mind.

—D. Leyva

If you have been tasked with workspace design, rush out and get a copy of this
book for all stakeholders participating in the decision making process.

Talent Connoisseurs

Our people are our greatest asset. We should all agree to abolish this statement from
the business lexicon, because for 99.9% of the companies that I have consulted
with, this statement is (unfortunately) empty rhetoric and corporate bullshit of the
worst kind. Most companies do not treat their employees as if they were the
corporate crown jewels, and everybody knows it. Cut the crap unless you can
deliver the goods.

Everything else being equal (and of course it never is), the companies with the
best teams will win more often than not. It follows then that you require damn
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good coaches and talent scouts to sustain an advantage. You better pay these folks
well because they will be (and are) in high demand. Recognizing quality talent is
tricky business, and if you rely on bullshit Ivy League pedigree nonsense as your
principal criteria, one of your competitors is likely to wind up with all the golden
needles in the haystack.

The Recruiting Buzz

When I am brought in to help an organization
build a team, the first question I ask is, “What is
your recruiting buzz?” Of course, I always get
the expected response, blank stares followed
by: “What are you talking about?” In a labor
market where quality talent is scarce, they are in
the driver’s seat and usually very selective when
choosing new assignments—not unlike the best
actors and directors in Hollywood.

Why would the best talent want to work for
your company, and on this specific project?
Your recruiting buzz answers this question. It is
the story told to candidates in order to get them
excited about your mission. Often, companies
are engaged in very cool and exciting projects,
but they don’t know how to milk this for all it is worth during the recruitment
process. Don’t get me wrong; this is definitely not about selling a story that will
vaporize as soon as the newly signed-up candidate walks through the door. It’s
about presenting what your project has to offer in the best possible light. Without
a great recruiting buzz, you are unlikely to win your fair share of the best
candidates. Build it. Practice it. And use the shit out of it.
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Preventing Burnout

Technology workers—because of the long hours, the relentless push of new
technologies, the constant pressure to hit milestones, and the chaotic nature of the
technology labor market—are highly susceptible to burnout. I have argued
throughout this text that software development is a creative process, similar to
making movies and other art forms. Do the best actors and directors make movie
after movie without taking time off in between to recharge their creative batteries?
Usually not without paying a significant price. Creativity is high-energy work. It is
next to impossible to create when you are too tired to see straight.

Burnout is reaching epidemic proportions among North American workers
today. It’s not so much that something has gone wrong with us but rather
that there have been fundamental changes in the workplace and the nature
of our jobs. The workplace today is a cold, hostile, demanding environment,
both economically and psychologically. People are emotionally, physically,
and spiritually exhausted. The daily demands of the job, the family, and
everything in between erode their energy and enthusiasm. The joy of success
and the thrill of achievement are more and more difficult to attain.40

Making developers work on one mission-critical project after another without the
distraction of other productive—but less demanding—activities in between is
almost guaranteed to produce burnout in a dangerously high number of
individuals. I have known developers who leave companies (even ones that they
really like, for the most part) just to break the monotony of endless creativity on
demand cycles.

Breaking this cycle does not always mean time off from work. There are
numerous extremely productive economic activities that will achieve this end,
including researching emerging technologies, attending conferences to learn more
about the industry and key competitors, writing an article for Wired Magazine,
getting the training they have been neglecting, etc.
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If you want to build and sustain high performance teams, then you must be
attuned to the emotional, psychological, and spiritual well-being of every team
member—not the least of which is you. Many people in our industry experience
severe cases of burnout from time to time, yet they are reluctant to discuss it. Even
with the widespread acceptance of anti-depressant medications, openly discussing
burnout is still viewed by many as an admission of weakness. One way to remedy
this situation is for the elders of the industry to begin openly sharing their personal
experiences.

Let us be clear on one point: for all of the perceived glamour of software careers,
they can be, and almost always are, brutally demanding. Organizations that learn
to manage these issues in sincere and creative ways are likely to have employees
who are their greatest asset, and are treated as such.

Human Resources as a Competitive Advantage

Historically, HR had the dubious honor of being the butt of more departmental
jokes than any other business function. Members of a Human Resources division
are often perceived as being too bureaucratic and controlling. They are criticized
for having an obsession with paperwork, and with viewing their principal role as
employee lawsuit prevention. In other words, they are perceived to be a necessary
evil, but essentially reactionary and powerless.

In enlightened organizations, this is changing. Since much of the drudgery of HR
functions is being outsourced or automated, smart HR organizations within fast
companies will begin to deliver strategic value with a focus on organizational
competitiveness and the bottom line. They are moving just as fast as they can to
avoid the fate of the Irish elk.
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Through many generations, the Irish elk became the victim of an
evolutionary quirk that led to its demise. Each year its antlers grew larger,
eventually becoming so heavy that it was unable to lift its head and forage
for food. It became weaker and weaker and eventually starved to death.
The antlers that had helped the elk survive in the first place became
exaggerated over time, leading to its extinction.41

If you accept the premise that the outcome of the talent wars will determine the
winners and the losers going forward—then it follows, just as surely as night follows
day, that HR is likely to rise in prominence. However, this will not be the HR that
we have all joked about, but rather a transformed HR that will have everything to
do with competitiveness and very little to do with administration. It will be an HR
made of crazies in search of their own kind.

You say you don’t want emotional, volatile, and unpredictable, just
imaginative? Sorry they only come in a package…I can offer you a
dedicated, loyal, honest, realistic, knowledgeable package, but the
imagination bit will be rather limited.

—Patricia Pitcher

Hired any crazies lately? Why not? Steve Jobs probably has. Steve experienced
both great success and spectacular failure in the marketplace—but he has always
brought creativity, intelligence and imagination to the table. Legend has it that
Steve often hires artists, poets and historians for his product development teams.42

Is he completely nuts, or is he onto to something important? The magic,
according to Steve, is that:

They have exposed themselves to the best things that humans have done and
then brought those things into their projects.43
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Do a good job at creating the right culture and team environment and, at best, all
the competition can do is steal some of your talent. They can’t steal the engine
that knows how to create and nurture it. HR must become an engine for building
and nurturing a highly creative, hyper-productive, workplace environment.
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